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How are we all doing since the last newsletter ?
Settling in to our new reality - how quiet things have
become ! On the positive side, the initial desire for toilet
paper has subsided and the supermarkets have done a
mighty job in setting up home delivery services for those
who can’t get out. There is little traﬃc on the roads and
the air is cleaner. The credit cards are less busy, and online jigsaw puzzle merchants are raking it in ! There is a
sense of humour coming through with many creative
people putting amusing clips on YouTube, and producing
cartoons.
On the negative side, many people are now out of work
and we are all physically avoiding each other and staying
at home. The nation is facing massive debt issues trying
to keep our body and soul together and no one can envy
the task the government has in trying to keep us all from
descending into chaos.
People are discovering the advantages (and
otherwise) of working from home and the internet is
running flat out. We are using video calling, such as Skype,
much more, to keep in touch.
So, what can we do to try to maintain our
connection with our U3A. The committee has come up
with a few suggestions which will be noted in this
newsletter. We also have a poem and a story submitted
and a ‘letter to the Editor’, along with some photos of how
some are keeping busy. Your own submissions for a future
newsletter are most welcome.

Art Class

Janice has suggested that her art class create a
work for display when we resume normal classes.
She will do classes on-line, over Skype, for
anyone who is interested.
Contact Janice on 0400 092 143

Need a Chat?
If you would like to contact anyone in our
U3A, call our number and we will ask them to
call you back.
You can also give us your phone number to
send out to all our members if you would like
anyone to call you.
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U3A On-Line Classes for Term 2
• Anyone can sign up with U3A On-Line for a large choice of courses available for home
study. If enough people are interested in a particular course, our U3A will pay the fee and
issue a password. Minimum 3 students. Otherwise, the cost is $30 for an individual yearly
subscription, allowing access to most courses.To investigate, go to https://
www.u3aonline.org.au/content/our-courses
• Sign up for “Be Connected” free basic computer knowledge course. Go to https://
beconnected.esafety.gov.au Go to Sign in/Sign up (top RHS of page) > Create New
Account (bottom of page) > Fill in form. For “ Name of Support Centre” write U3A Mt.
Dandenong & District. Type in your own Email address.

📌

Phone a Friend
Call a friend each
day for a chat and
see how they are
going. Particularly
important if you or
they live on their
own .

U3A Mt. Dandy Classes
• Janice will facilitate Philosophy classes over Skype.
Contact Janice 0400 092 143
• Anna’s Poetry Group is looking at ways to do poetry
online and will contact members to see how it will
work.
• The book group is looking at Audio Books for the
group to discuss.

📍

Keep Fit
If you are self isolating
it is important to get
some exercise. Go for
a walk each day and
do some stretching
excersises. If you are
sitting for a while, get
up and walk around
every half hour or so.
It’s better for your back.

The Stories & Songs of Billy Joel
EVENT RESCHEDULED
The Billy Joel Tribute Concert at The
Memo, Healesville, has been
rescheduled to Sat 14 Nov 7:30pm.
Contact Lyn 0417 110 947 if you want a ticket, or
have an issue with your existing booking.
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Your Say
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Letter to the Editor
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As we take our exercise around the local
streets, my husband and I have both observed
the immaculate state of the surrounding
gardens. Lawns are mown to perfection,
flowerbeds are weedless, trees are pruned to
within an inch of their lives.
We see this activity as one of the most positive
outcomes of the current pandemic.
Another observation is that there is a pleasant
lack of tourists on the roads. Unfortunately
they have all taken to bicycles.
Dogs have been walked many times a day and
although it may be hard for them to complain,
I am sure that many dogs are absolutely
exhausted and in need of a rest.
And I do not know if anyone has noticed that
the birds have taken to watching us.
Another change in the mountain milieu is
approaching.
More information on our observations will be
forwarded as we make our way through this
invidious pandemic.
Wash your hands.
Keep an eye on the birds.
Yours Sincerely, Jenny Beaumont

A poem written by Janice Reynolds during a
period of hospitalisation a few years ago.
Thanks Janice for submitting your poem for
publication

Lyn Osborne has been busy making Easter cards and keeping up
her skills. She is prepared to drop off card making materials ( at
the door) to anyone who would like to continue with their hobby.
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Patrick has been busy renovating his
pergola in the back garden. A new roof
and redcoat of stain - as good as new !

Janice has taken the
opportunity to tidy up
her Studio

Anna sends this nursery rhyme to show that poetry can be
fun and light hearted.
A nursery rhyme that was popular in North America during
the 1918 – 20 Spanish Flu outbreaks:
I had a little bird, its name was Enza
I opened up the window and in-flew-Enza.

C

heryl Donald has sent in a useful web site with loads of interesting free, online,
boredom-busting resources!
Go to
https://chatterpack.net/blogs/blog/list-of-online-resources-for-anyone-who-is-isolated-athome
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Good for a Laugh
Our cleaning lady just called and told us that she will be working from home and will send us
instruc;ons on what to do.
Some news from overseas: Mexico is now asking Trump to hurry up with that wall ………

Check out these You Tube Clips !
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MMBh-eo3tvE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UAfqCq3JIWg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Eo9M4-BrJA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1aAnPFeo11s

Have fun…there’s plenty more on You Tube

President, Patrick Wallis 0439 30 3434.
Vice President, Lyn Osborne 0417 110 947
Secretary, Jean Blencowe 0408 843 342
Treasurer, Janice Reynolds 0400 092 143
Membership coordinator, Ian Blencowe 409 843 342
General committee, Kerry Blom 0404 802 022. Susan Smith 0418 516 813
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